Drill through instructions

Drill through is now available for all student headcount and course-related figures. The drill through will drill down to the student or course level to provide a row-level detail for the number displayed in Power BI. The intent of the drill through is to assist with the verification the data presented.

Accessing drill through

- To see if the drill through is available, position the mouse on the data point.
  - The Power BI tooltip will indicate if the drill through is available.
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- Right click on the data point

- Select the drill through page
  - The page will open with the detailed data
  - To return to the previous page use the back arrow in the upper right hand corner.
Notes on drill through data

- Currently, only a limited amount of data are present in the form. Email informsu@seattleu.edu with any additional revisions you need to this page. The InformSU team will evaluate the requests on a case-by-case basis.
  - It is not currently possible to drill through on multiple data points.
  - The full tables are currently only available through the drill through.

Please contact InformSU at informsu@seattleu.edu with any questions, issues, or enhancement requests.